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Cost Comparison Analysis for Web Streaming Solutions 
 
EasyStream is a full-featured video casting service for the funeral industry, yet it is unique in that 
the EasyStream appliance eliminates the need for a computer. As a result, it is easy to use and 
maintain, and there are no issues with viruses or software problems.  Further there is no need for 
a technician to install, troubleshoot or upgrade computer equipment and applications.  
 
EasyStream is the only appliance-based solution available in the market.  

Analysis 
 
The purpose of this document is to analyze and quantify the comparative costs of enabling and 
maintaining an appliance based steaming solution versus a streaming solution that requires a 
laptop or computer to run the streaming software. The Analysis quantifies the costing across 
four areas: 1) Equipment, 2) Installation, 3) Maintenance, and 4) Usage. 

Equipment 
 
The cost of the streaming equipment is only part of the equation for determining the capital 
spend required to enable for full service offering that includes high definition video, quality audio 
and remote streaming (e.g. continuing video streaming at the graveside).  
 
Component EasyStream PC-Based EasyStream Notes: 
Streaming Equipment $1600 $900 Includes streaming software 
AV Equipment $500 $2500 Premium PTZ camera not required 
Remote Streaming $0 $2500 Remote stream with any iOS device 
Hardware Failure (avg$) $0 $180 EasyStream is guaranteed  

Total $2100 $6100  
 
PC-Based System notes: PC-based costing is based on competitor web sites. PC-based mobile 
solutions require a second instance of the equipment. According to squaretrade.com between 
15% and 25.6% of computers fail within three years.  

Installation 
 
The EasyStream solution is extremely simple to install and once the AV and the Internet are 
connected, it requires only a 5-minute call with our support desk to enable. EasyStream is so 
simple it does not require a technician to set up or to train your staff. 
 
Activity EasyStream PC-Based EasyStream Notes: 
Set up (hrs) 0.5 2.0 Doesn’t require a technical person 
Training (hrs) 0.2 4.0 Training is simply – press this button 

Cost  $14 $300 Hr Rate: $20-staff & $50-technician 
 
PC-Based System notes: Setting up a laptop or computer will take between 1 and 3 hours 
according to a study completed by the University of California (not including the configuration of 
the streaming software). Train personnel to operate system (~2 hours x 2 people trained+ 2hrs of 
technical trainer). 
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Maintenance 
 
The EasyStream solution requires zero maintenance. As a purpose-built appliance with its own 
firmware installed (no unnecessary software or hardware) there is no need to worry about start 
up delays, viruses, upgrades, hardware failures or needing a technician to maintain the 
computer software and applications.  
 
Activity EasyStream PC-Based EasyStream Notes: 

Upgrades, viruses and 
security, mgmt., 
hardware issues, etc. 
(hrs / month) 

0 1 

Purpose-build appliance does not 
require maintenance; no viruses and 
any upgrades are done in 
background 

Cost  $0 $50 Hr Rate: $50 for technician 
 
PC-Based System notes: A study by Intel estimates that the annual cost for a business to 
maintain a laptop or computer is $1200 oer year over a three period.  

Usage 
 
Nothing could be easier than EasyStream to use. Simply press the button and 60 seconds later 
the streaming will begin. Once the ceremony is completed press again to end the streaming.  
 
Activity EasyStream PC-Based EasyStream Notes: 
Start up the equipment 
and initiate the 
streaming (hrs / event) 

.05 .25 Press the button 

Cost (5 events/mth)  $5 $25 Hr Rate: $20 for staff 
 
PC-Based System notes: With a computer solution, the equipment needs to be started, often 
upgrades applied, then the streaming software initiated and the streaming started. After the 
ceremony, the application and equipment need to be turned off.  This does not include the real 
potential for a failed or delayed computer start up resulting in lost revenue and an upset client.  
 
 

Operating Cost over Three Years 
 
The cost comparison is across three years of usage, and assumes equipment purchases for all 
required technology, as well as a remote capability for graveside or other mobile locations.   
 
Solution Equipment Installation Maintenance Usage Total 
EasyStream $2100 $14 $0 $180 $2,294 
PC-based $6160 $300 $1800 $900 $9,160 
    Difference $6,866 
 

 
The EasyStream solution is 74.9% cheaper to equip and operate. 

 


